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1. Normal-Form games

2. Extensive-Form games

1 Nash Equilibrium

• For a basic strategic game Γ = 〈{1, . . . , n}, (Si), (ui)〉 we need to define:

– a finite set of players (n)

– strategies (actions) defined for each player i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : si ∈ Si

– payoffs (preferences) defined for all outcomes for each player (ui(s1, s2, . . . , sn) ∈

Ui, ∀sj ∈ Sj∀j)

• s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) is a strategy profile (action profile) (everyone chooses one of

their strategies)

• s−i = (s1, s2, . . . , si−1, si+1, . . . sn) often denotes the strategy profile not taking player

i’s strategy into account

• We distinguish between strategies and actions in extensive games (i.e. in games where

players make decisions sequentially): actions are decisions made at some decision node,

while a strategy is a complete contingent action plan

• For any game Γ set up like this, we are interested in solution concepts : some special

subset of strategy profiles that is somehow an equilibrium
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• There are many game theoretic solution concepts, Nash Equilibrium is one of the

most common ones

• Nash Equilibria come in two forms: pure and mixed (strategy) NE’s (think of

these as two different solution concepts)

• Pure Nash Equilibria are special mixed NE’s in which we restrict attention for each

player to playing exactly one strategy

• There might be multiple Nash Equilibria

• In any Nash Equilibrium, think that if somehow we end up in that situation, no-one can

earn a higher payoff by deviating unilaterally: each player i is giving a best response

s∗i (s
∗
−i) to other players’ chosen strategies s

∗
−i: ∀si ∈ Si : ui(s

∗
i , s
∗
−i) ≥ ui(si, s

∗
−i)

• Thus s∗ is a Nash Equilibrium if every player is giving a best response given other

players’ behavior: s∗ is a Nash Equilibrium ⇔ ∀i : ∀si ∈ Si : ui(s∗i , s
∗
−i) ≥ ui(si, s

∗
−i)

• Note that best response is defined as a function of other players’ behavior and can be

a set not just a single element

• When a strategy is a strict best response no matter what other players do, we call that

strategy sdi a strictly dominant strategy: ∀s−i ∈ S−i, ∀s
′
i 6= si|s

′
i ∈ Si : ui(s

d
i , s−i) >

ui(s
′
i, s−i)

• Also sdi is a weakly dominant strategy: ∀s−i ∈ S−i, ∀s
′
i 6= si|s

′
i ∈ Si : ui(s

d
i , s−i) ≥

ui(s
′
i, s−i)

• Even if there is no one strictly dominant strategy, it is possible that some sdi strictly

dominates s′i (again independently of other players’ behavior): ∀s−i ∈ S−i : ui(s
d
i , s−i) >

ui(s
′
i, s−i)

• In a prisoner’s dilemma (probably the most famous 2× 2 game), the only Nash Equi-

librium is mutual defection:

cooperate defect

cooperate 1, 1 −1, 2

defect 2,−1 0, 0
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• Also defection in the prisoner’s dilemma is a strictly dominant strategy for either

player

• The first step in solving a game is often the iterative elimination of strictly dom-

inated strategies (eliminating weakly dominated strategies can result in loss of Nash

Equilibria): eliminate strictly dominated strategies for both players then do the same

for the reduced game and so on until you do not have any strategies eliminated for

either players

cooperate defect crazy

crazy −3,−3 −3,−3 −3, 100

cooperate 1, 1 −1, 2 100,−3

defect 2,−1 0, 0 100,−3

In this example crazy at first is not strictly dominated for the column player because

if row player also plays crazy he gets the highest payoff by choosing crazy. But the

common knowledge of rationality ensures that the column player realizes row player

will never play crazy as it is a strictly dominated strategy, so given this, the column

player will also never play crazy

• After the elimination of strictly dominated strategies look for whether there is a pure

strategy Nash Equilibrium by investigating each player’s best responses to different

s−i’s

• In a chicken game there are two pure Nash Equilibria both with players picking dif-

ferent strategies

chicken dare

chicken 1, 1 −1, 2

dare 2,−1 −2,−2

• To solve for mixed strategy equilibria, the trick is to realize that if any player is playing

a strategy with positive probability 0 < p < 1, she must be indifferent between playing

that strategy or another one played with positive probability 0 < p′ (otherwise why

would she not just shift p or p′ to 0 and toward the better strategy?)

• In the game of chicken: assume row player plays chicken with probability p and column

player plays chicken with probability q
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Then the row player is indifferent between these strategies iff: q(1) + (1 − q)(−1) =

q(2) + (1− q)(−2) or q = 1
2

If q > 1
2
then the row player would play dare only; if q < 1

2
then the row player would

play chicken only

Similarly, the column player is indifferent between chicken and dare only when p = 1
2

Therefore in addition to the two pure-strategy Nash Equilibria we have one mixed-

strategy NE: both players randomly choose one of their two strategies with 50%-50%

• It is possible that some players play a pure strategy, while some others mix

• Example:

L R

U 2,−2 0, 0

M 1,−1 1,−1

D 0, 0 2,−2

First, notice that there are no strictly dominated strategies to eliminate.

Second, no pure-strategy NE exists since the row player’s best response to L is U , while

the column player’s best response to U is R, while the row player’s best response to

R is D, to which the column player would respond by choosing L instead.

Third, look for a mixed NE: do not forget to consider all possibilities: row player

chooses one strategy, any two strategies or all three strategies with positive probability;

column player chooses either one or two strategies with positive probability.

Assume the column player plays L with probability 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. Then the payoffs to

the row player are: 2q, 1, 2 − 2q from U , M , and D respectively. If the row player

puts 0 ≤ p1, 0 ≤ p2 and 0 ≤ 1− p1 − p2 on U , M , and D respectively, column player

gets −2p1 − p2 and −p2 − 2(1− p1 − p2) = −2 + 2p1 + p2. (Are we accounting for all

possibilities?)

Notice that for the row player to put positive probability on M we need 2q ≥ 1 and

1 ≥ 2−2q, so he only does so when q = 1
2
. Since in this case the column player mixes,

we also need that −2p1− p2 = −2+2p1+ p2 so that the column player indeed has the

incentive to mix. Rearranging leads to 1 = 2p1 + p2. This equation means that the

probability of playing D is 1 − p1 − p2 = p1. So there is a mixed Nash Equilibrium

where the row player playsM with probability 0 < p2 ≤ 1 and puts equal probabilities
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on U and D, while column player mixes with q = 1
2
.

What if the row player does not put any weight on M? Notice that deleting M from

the game does not help getting a pure strategy equilibrium. Plugging in p2 = 0 above,

the column player only mixes when −2p1 = −2+2p1 or p1 = 1
2
and indeed in this case

deviating to M is not yielding to a strictly higher payoff. The column player again

mixes with q = 1
2
in this case. If the column player does not mix then we have no

equilibrium.

So overall there is a mixed Nash Equilibrium where the row player plays M with

probability 0 ≤ p2 ≤ 1 and puts equal probabilities on U and D.

• Another example: A war of attrition (Example 18.4 in Osborne-Rubinstein: A Course

in Game Theory)

Two players are involved in a dispute over an object. The value of the object to

player i is vi > 0. Time is modeled as a continuous variable that starts at 0 and runs

indefinitely. Each player chooses when to concede the object to the other player; if

the first player to concede does so at time t, the other player obtains the object at

that time. If both players concede simultaneously, the object is split equally between

them, player i receiving a payoff of vi
2
. Time is valuable: until the first concession each

player loses one unit of payoff per unit of time. What are the Nash Equilibria of this

game?

Note that the strategy sets are infinite as strategies are just picking a time to concede:

ti, tj ∈ [0,∞). Payoffs can be described as follows. ui(ti, tj) = −ti for ti < tj;

ui(ti, tj) =
ti
2
for ti = tj and ui(ti, tj) = vi − tj for ti > tj.

We find the NE by excluding strategy profiles as possible candidates. In no NE can

we have ti = tj because then a profitable deviation is for either player to pick ti + ε

for ε infinitesimally small and get the whole object instead of half of it. Also in no NE

can we have 0 < ti < tj because then deviating to ti = 0 for i is a profitable deviation:

if you lose at least lose quickly.

So we need 0 = ti < tj in NE. But this is not sufficient. We need that i does not

deviate to tj + ε if vi − tj ≤ 0.

Therefore in NE one of the players immediately concedes and either 0 = t1 < t2 and

v1 − t2 ≤ 0 or 0 = t2 < t1 and v2 − t1 ≤ 0
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2 Normal-form games and Extensive-form games

• Let us bring in time now. Let us add time structure to Γ: an extensive game includes

possible histories of a game which define a game tree

• Now we distinguish actions from strategies: a strategy is a contingent action plan,

it specifies what actions actors would make at each decision node in the game. An

action on the other hand is the function of the history of the game up to the decision

node.

• Imagine that a prisoner’s dilemma is being played in period 2:

cooperate defect

cooperate 1, 1 −1, 2

defect 2,−1 0, 0

but now it is only played if the column player picks the action ‘play’ in period 1. If

in period 1 he plays ‘don’t play’ then payoffs are -10 to the row player and 0.5 to the

column player.

Here a strategy of the column player is, for instance, play action ‘play’ in the first

period and play action ‘cooperate’ if the prisoner’s dilemma is played.

The normal form of this game is:

play AND play AND don’t play AND don’t play AND

cooperate defect cooperate defect

cooperate 1, 1 −1, 2 −10, 0.5 −10, 0.5

defect 2,−1 0, 0 −10, 0.5 −10, 0.5

Note that the only Nash Equilibrium involves not playing this game.

• The equilibrium defines off-equilibrium path (i.e. all the decision nodes never

reached) behavior as well. In the game above the equilibrium is ‘don’t play and

some action’ for the column player and ‘defect’ for the row player.

• Now imagine the row player has something the column player would like to have,

both value it at v. The column player decides whether to take a costly action by
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challenging the row player (at a cost cC > 0) first. Then if he does not challenge

the game ends, while if he challenges, the row player can either defend the object

successfully at cost cR or give it up. But defending it is more costly than the value of

the object: cR > v > cC > 0.

The normal form of this game is:

challenge not challenge

defend v − cR,−cC v, 0

give up 0, v − cC v, 0

Note that this game has two Nash Equilibria: challenge-give up and not challenge-

defend, but looking at the game tree, defending is not a best response at the decision

node following challenging as v − cR < 0

• To eliminate non-credible threats, we introduce a new solution concept: subgame

perfect (Nash) equilibrium

• A subgame is just any game with its game tree starting at some history (node)

• A subgame perfect Nash Equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium in each subgame of a game

Γ

• So starting after any history, the equilibrium needs to hold up

• The logic of solving for the SPNE is to use backward induction

• The only SPNE in the game above is challenge-give up, because defending the resource

is not a credible threat

• Example: Democratization as a credible commitment along Acemoglu and Robinson

Let us have a game repeated twice. The discount factor is β

The stage game repeated in each period is such that an actor starts in power and

makes an allocative decision over a unit resource: p ∈ [0, 1] with the elite getting an

instantaneous payoff of p and the citizens getting an instantaneous payoff of 1 − p.

After the allocative decision is made, the citizens can decide whether to revolt at cost

cR. If they revolt they can overturn the allocative decision and they start in power

the next period.
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Before the allocative decision if the elite is in power, they have the possibility of

transferring power forever to the citizens (democratization).

Therefore the timing of the stage game with the elite in power at the start is as follows:

– The elite can decide whether to democratize.

– Whoever is in power now makes an allocative decision p.

– The citizens choose whether to revolt. If they do so, they pay the cost cR and

get to make a decision over p.

What is the SPNE of the stage game?

Let us analyze the game. We solve by backward induction. Note that the citizens only

revolt if the elite is in power (after a revolt they pick p = 0.). Given the elite’s offer

pO, the citizens revolt if 1− cR > 1− pO. When picking pO without democratization,

the elite knows that a revolt leads to a payoff of 0, while a no revolt leads to pO,

while trying to keep pO as low as possible. Therefore they pick pO = cR > 0, which

just avoids a revolt but leaves them with positive payoff. Thus if the stage game is

repeated democratization never needs to occur and the citizens are always bought off

by transfers to avoid revolt.

What if the game is repeated twice but there is no possibility of revolt in the second

period for the citizens?

The citizens now foresee that if there is no revolt or democratization they get nothing

in the second period: p2 = 1 as the elite cannot commit to transfer resources in the

second period absent a credible revolt threat from the citizens.

Therefore now it is possible that transfers are not enough to buy off the citizens. The

elite would be willing to avoid democratization or a revolt at all costs since giving

up power leads to a payoff of 0. The maximum they can offer in the first period is

however only p1 = 0, i.e. to give everything to the citizens in the first period. Is this

enough? The citizens not revolting would get 1 + β ∙ 0 = 1, while a revolt would lead

to 1−cR+β ∙1 = 1+β−cR. We see that if cR < β then the citizens cannot be bought

off and the elite democratizes as they know a revolution cannot be avoided otherwise.

Therefore if future consumption is valued really highly by the citizens compared to

the one-off cost of revolting today then the SPNE is democratization since the elite’s
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inability to commit to give resources to the citizens in the second period when the

threat to revolt is not credible forces the elite to give up/lose power.
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